
Nevis Airport (NEV) is used by 
Caribbean ‘island hoppers’ like Tradewind, 
Seaborne, Winair, Air Sunshine and Trans 
Anguilla, as well as private charters. It’s 
a rather smaller affair than its Kittitian 
neighbour, but friendly efficiency ensures 
passengers are on their way within 15 
minutes of  landing. nevisisland.com 

For sailors arriving at Christophe 
Harbour, the brand new Customs House 
offers the ultimate in first-class arrivals. 
This superyacht marina community  
on St. Kitts’s Southeast Peninsula is 
constantly expanding, with stylish new 
villas and restaurants appearing every year 

– alongside full-service slips capable of  
accommodating 250ft craft. 

The yachting traffic is increasing 
exponentially, and now arriving sailors 
can clear customs and immigration in the 
plush surroundings of  the dockside Marina 
Village. Christopheharbour.com
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First  Class
Travellers landing at Robert L. Bradshaw Airport on St. Kitts or Vance W. Amory on Nevis, 

as well as seafarers sailing straight into Christophe Harbour, and passengers arriving in  
Port Zante or Charlestown, can expect a first-class welcome BY PETER SWAIN
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F irst impressions are everything.  
The Kayanjet Private Terminal,  
open to international passengers 

arriving or departing by private charter 
or commercial airline at St. Kitts Airport 
(SKB), provides the business and leisure 
facilities travellers expect to find in any 
first-class lounge worldwide. 

A fleet of  Porsche Cayennes transfer 
passengers between their flight and the 
lounge. While they enjoy a tranquil glass 
of  champagne and gourmet catering, plus 
full internet services and use of  private 
meeting rooms, attentive staff  look after 
all customs and immigration paperwork, 
and deal with the baggage. All-important 
security checks are fast and discreet. 

The Park Hyatt and Christophe 
Harbour, as well as the Four Seasons  

on Nevis, offer this exclusive facility to 
their guests. kayanjet.com 

Once through the lounge, Four Seasons 
guests take a short drive to Port Zante, 
where they board a private speedboat 
for the 30-minute crossing to the resort’s 
brand new on-property pier on Nevis. 

On board, they can enjoy their first rum 
punch or fruit cocktail of  the trip, so arrive 
suitably relaxed. fourseasons.com/nevis

Other visitors wanting to cross the 
two-mile wide Narrows in comfort and 
style can use the small fleet of  water taxis 
plying their trade between Reggae Beach 
or Christophe Harbour on St. Kitts and 
Oualie Beach on Nevis – with Wincent 
Perkins, who has several boats capable  
of  carrying a dozen or so passengers  
at a time on the eight-minute crossing,  
the most reliable skipper. 662 7081

Alternatively, there’s the aerial route.  
HeliSKB operates four-passenger  
R66 helicopters that can fly passengers 
speedily and comfortably from SKB,  
Port Zante and Frigate Bay to the airport 
on Nevis. The company also offers 
spectacular sightseeing trips around the 
two islands. heliskb.com

ARRIVALS

“The brand new 
Customs House 

offers the ultimate in 
first-class arrivals”
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“On board, they can 
enjoy their first rum 
punch of the trip, so  

arrive suitably relaxed”
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